The Coming Storm Update
22 June 2016

Errata for the series rules for The Library of Napoleonic
Battles, the Combat Tables Folder, and the Adding the Card
rules are not included here. Use the versions of those
components published with the most recent series game.
In addition, use the Study Folder, Casualty Record, and
Turn Record components from The Coming Storm Update
Kit, which can downloaded from:
http://www.napoleongames.com/files.html.
Counters
•
The Prussian Leader Alt Larisch should have a “6”
instead of an “M.”
•
Yurkovski (Russian), Pelet (Prussian), and Heyking
(Prussian) may be replaced by Vedettes as if they were
LC units.
Maps
•
There is no additional MP cost or combat strength
impact where there is a slope on a stream hexside, such
as in Eylau hex 0330, 0430, or 0531.
•
Ignore little bits of woods such as shown on the Pultusk
map in hexes 0147, 0305, 1115, 0601, 2850, 0537, 0714,
and 1915; or on Jena 3150 and 3249.
•
Jena map: Assume there is a Trestle wherever a trail
crosses a stream.
Card Deck
•
Card No. 7, Turning Movement (addition): “Any
formation, stack* or unit in Supply …”
* if all units in a stack are of the same division.
•
Card No. 17, Cavalry Pursuit (clarification): Ignore the
first sentence. The Cavalry Impetus rule was deleted
from this game.
•
Card No. 26, Reinforcements Take Another Route:
Mark this card has having an Enduring Effect.
•
Card No. 27, Delay: As with Card No. 25, play of this
card applies to all units of a formation, even those
arriving in later turns. If more than one force is
scheduled to arrive on the same turn, the person
playing the card chooses which is affected.
•
Card No. 28, Heavy Cavalry & Combined Arms:
Remove all of these cards from the game.
Study Folder
19.24: Replace the first sentence of the second paragraph
with this:
All Baggage Trains set-up within [7] hexes of any unit in
their respective formation or enter as reinforce-ments,
unless otherwise specified. French and Coalition corps
generally have their own dedicated baggage trains (below).
However, any number of Russian units can trace to any
Russian baggage train.
•
If a train is mentioned in the reinforcement schedule it
enters as specified.

If an entire formation is listed as a reinforcement on a
single turn, the baggage and pontoon trains arrive after
all combat units.
•
If a formation arrives over several turns, the trains
arrive at the owner’s choice of time.
•
If part of the formation sets up on map and part arrives
later as a reinforcement, trains set up or arrive with
either group at owner’s choice.
19.26: In the second sentence, change the player order: The
second player deploys all his vedettes first, then the first
player deploys his.
20.16: Change the first sentence to read:
Add or subtract the VP Value of each card you have played
during the game, if that card’s event was actually used, as
specified on the card.
20.41: A player gets 4 VPs for each baggage train exited.
20.41 EXCEPTION: Change this to read:
The total number of VPs from exiting units may not exceed
the total number of enemy combat units PEU and UAR.
•

The Battle of Jena-Auerstädt
21.21 & 21.24: Because the 1st Hussars start in play, place
Milhaud in the Full Strength Holding Box at the start of the
game. In the French Alternate Reinforcement group #1,
replace Milhaud with the 13th Chasseurs vedette. This will
allow Milhaud to build up should his second vedette enter
play.
21.22 & 21.25: Dyherrn should be marked ® (Reduced).
21.33: Brunswick may command any one formation of his
choice in a given turn, not necessarily 1A.
21.38: Check supply on the first turn of the Day of Battle
scenario.
21.52: The number of Prussian Mode cards for the Approach
to Battle scenario should be 3.
The Battle of Pultusk-Golymin
22.33: An artillery unit is still immobilized even if the
weather improves.
22.52: The number of French Mode cards for the Approach
to Battle scenario should be none.
The Battle of Eylau
23.52: The number of French Mode cards for the Approach
to Battle scenario should be none.
23.63: Removed LC Vialanes as an 8PM reinforcement as he
starts on-map per 23.61.
The Battle of Friedland
24.21: Change the setup for the three Res units to read “in
the Sortlack woods north of hexrow 30xx.”
24.24: The note “(Approach to Battle Only)” means that the
indicated units are released from their mandatory March
Orders (24.32) when their ALT group enters play.
24.35: Ignore this section as Bennigsen has been removed
from play in the updated Study Folder. Zero command
points due to illness.
24.36: (new special rule) Treat Lannes as a [2] Commander
in the Friedland scenarios.

